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Editor’s Note
Welcome to the third issue of Brighton High School’s Literary Magazine. We hope
you enjoy this year’s collection of exemplary writing and art from students. The 2012
and 2013 issues of Taurus Canis were awarded a rank of EXCELLENT in the National
Council of Teachers of English Program to Recognize Excellence in Student Literary
Magazines. Congratulations to all 2012 and 2013 contributors for helping the magazine
win this award!
This year we strived to produce another engaging issue. The 2014 issue includes art in
varying mediums, and a diverse collection of writing. We also sponsored a “55 Word
Story” writing competition this school year. Our winner, honorable mention, and notable mentions can be found in the magazine.
We thank all of the students and faculty members who contributed to this year’s edition. We appreciate your efforts, and are excited to share your work with the students
and staff of Brighton High School.
With that, I invite you to enjoy the 2014 edition of Taurus Canis Literary Magazine!
Liz Devlin
Editor-in-Chief

55-Word Story Contest Guidelines:
Students were asked to submit stories with EXACTLY 55 words. It should have a story’s feel, sharing insight into the human condition. Truly a challenge! Winners receive
a copy of the magazine.
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Blank, Bare, and Shards By: Austin Swain
Whizzing of cars flash by like busy bees:
their metal chassis rattle.
Rain drizzles down with a slick after taste.
A low murmur of slosh cracks against the pavement.
Traffic barges in with a gleam of authority.
Placed in a lush, cozy booth, a man sips tea.
Glancing at a paper that ruffles as he turns the page.
The door to the café rings open, welcoming
soaking patrons, desiring a hot meal.
A man shakes off his umbrella, dowsed in droplets.
A turntable hums a delightful tune of days of yore,
flickering lights dancing on its edge.
The needle glides across a gleaming back surface,
giving off a reflection, as patrons go about life like empty shells.

I-96 Highway, Eli Lindauer, Photography
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Black Lake By: Molly Moline
“Hey, did you hear the new rumor about Black
Lake?” Tally whispers to me from behind. I turn away
from the teacher’s boring math lesson to my class’s
biggest gossip with an interested expression. She
takes this as an invitation to go into further detail.
Her brown orbs flicker around the room warily, as if
to expose the biggest secret of all mankind.
            “Alright, so you know about the kid who
drowned a few years ago, right?” I nod my head at her
and she continues, “Well, I heard from certain sources that if you go there at sunset and skip three rocks
across the water, the third rock will be thrown back
by the boy who died!” Tally leans a skinny elbow onto
the desk, twirling her dark ponytail with one finger.
            “You mean a ghost is playing with the rocks?
That’s ridiculous!” I snort, “Who would believe that?”
            “My brother heard the same thing!” Bruce, a
pudgy boy with bleach blond hair cuts in as he angles
himself to face us. “He told me that he went to go
check it out, and just like that, the third rock came
skipping back!” His scratchy, high voice is barely a
whisper and I notice a few more classmates focused
on us.
            “Were you there to see it?” I question, raising
an eyebrow suspiciously.
            “Well, uh no,” he stutters, eyes traveling to his
torn up sneakers, “I was too scared to go with, and so
were his friends.”
            “Then how do you know that he wasn’t lying?”
I point out. “He didn’t have any witnesses. It’s just a
bunch of baloney, Bruce.”
            “But you never know.” Tally presses, “I would
go, but I’m just too frightened of that place. There
could be anything hiding in those waters.”
            “Like a ghost!” Bruce blurts loudly and all of us
receive a disapproving glare from the teacher. I wait
for her to return to the lesson before speaking.
            “Okay, tonight I’ll go there just to prove you all
wrong. Black Lake isn’t haunted, and I’ll be sure to
grab a witness.”
                       *                      *                      *
I’ve already told my younger sister, Polly, of my plans
for after dinner and she agreed to come along for the
adventure. All I need to worry about now is getting
out of the house with little suspicion from my parents. I glance nervously out the window, the sky that
is just beginning to turn pink with the setting sun.
            “Pick up the pace!” I hiss at Polly, who is
pushing around her broccoli with a fork. Of course
my mother had to choose tonight to serve everything
that we both despise, but I managed to choke down

everything on my plate in record time. Polly on the
other hand, could take all night to finish.
            “I just can’t eat it!” she whines.
            “You have to!” I growl. “We’re gonna run out of
time if you don’t eat it! Mom won’t let us leave until
your plate is empty.” Polly whines again and pouts
down at the green vegetables, her face twisting as if
being forced to eat poison.
            “You’re too slow!” I groan, scooping up the
remaining food and shoving it in my mouth while my
mother is looking away. It barely slides down without
a sip of water, and I turn to Polly, giving her a stern
look. “You owe me big time for this.”
            “Thank you, sis.” She smiles sweetly as I roll
my eyes.
            “Come on. Let’s get going!” Cleaning our
dishes in a rush, I run out the screen door leading to
the back yard with Polly close behind. From there, we
begin our trek through the dense woods, walking over
fallen branches and making sure to stay away from
poison ivy. A mud trail, lined with animal tracks,
leads us deeper into the darkening forest, the leaves
letting barely any light in. After a few minutes of
walking, we reach the clearing where Black Lake is
waiting.
            It’s not actually named Black Lake. The kids in
our school call it that because of its unnaturally black
colored water. You wouldn’t be able to see anything
underwater even with goggles. I can see why my
classmates would be too scared to come down here.
There is a certain uneasy feeling in the air, as if you
were being watched. The trees surrounding it bare no
leaves and they bend towards the water as if bowing.
A lonely tire swing hangs from a rotting branch, the
wood creaking as it sways slightly from the breeze.
Maybe it is haunted.
            “Okay Polly. Ready to watch the master skip
rocks?” I ask her as I pick up three smooth stones.
Polly plops herself down onto the sand, crossing her
legs like a pretzel. Taking a step back, I fling the rock
from my hand, sending it sailing over the glassy
surface of the water. It creates four circular ripples
before finally plunging in.
            “Yay!” Polly cheers, filling the air with the
sound of her clapping.
            “Why thank you!” I bow and prepare my next
piece of ammo. This time, the stone hits the surface a
total of six times. That’s an all-time record for me.
Alright, now it all comes down to this. The third
rock. I exhale slowly and focus on the very center of
the eerie body of water. A light fog has begun to
surround us both, engulfing the world in grey mist.
With a simple flick of the wrist, the stone leaves my
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fingers and grazes the lake a total of eight times. It’s
hard to hear if there is any splash because of the
sudden pick up in the wind. Either way, there is no
sign of the rock returning to me, so I face my sister
and shrug.
            “I guess the rumor was false! Just like I sa-”
            “Look!” Polly cuts me off, pointing out onto the
lake. I follow her gaze. The rock I had just thrown is
skipping back with such an intense speed, that I
barely have enough time to move my legs before it
whizzes by and embeds itself into the sand where I
was just standing.
            “There’s just no way,” I whisper and pick it up.
Without thinking, I toss the stone back into the water
with the same force as before, and just like that, it
comes flying back to the same spot. Polly explodes
into a giggle fit, amused by my absolute confusion.
            “Throw it again!” She begs with wide sky-blue
orbs. “I wanna watch it!”
            “No way,” I say and she frowns at me. “I’m
going to investigate. There’s no way that this is a
ghost’s doing.” One by one, I remove my shoes and
socks, placing them on the shore next to my sister.
She begins rolling up her overalls to take off hers as
well, but I shake my head and she crosses her arms in
protest.
            “Why not?” Polly argues.
            “It’s too dangerous for you.” I answer simply
and face the calm water’s edge. My toes make contact
with the lake and I instantly receive goose bumps.
Violent shivers run up and down my spine as I wade
farther into the icy depths. When I’ve reached the
point where the water come to my neck, I stop and
look at my surroundings. A slash comes from the right
and my head snaps in that direction, but I see nothing.
            “Hello?” I call out in a shaky voice, but the only
response is my echo. I float for a moment before
considering swimming back. Then, I feel something
brush my leg.
My heart leaps and I let out a frightened shriek,
moving away slightly from whatever it was. The next
contact is a tug on my arm, almost pulling me all the
way into the water.
            “This isn’t funny!” I yell, eyes searching for one
of my friends who may be pranking me. “Come out!”
The world is completely still around me. Even the
wind has stopped blowing, creating a silence that
burrows deep into the mind. That’s the last thing I
notice before I’m pulled completely under.
            The air rushes from my lungs in the form of
bubbles as I’m being dragged deeper and deeper into
the black water. My eyes search frantically for what
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has caught me but I can see nothing, all I can go by is
the feeling of claws latched onto my legs. I fight
against the pull by kicking and waving my arms,
muscles screaming for oxygen that I can’t provide. My
body is on fire as panic rises within me, giving an
extra boost of adrenalin pumping through my veins.
Bending down to my feet, I rip from the object’s grasp
and kick away. Stars explode in my head as I swim as
fast as I can, finally breaking the surface to fresh air.
Sputtering and gasping for my breath, I use the last of
my strength to get me to the shore, and I collapse onto
the sand, legs as heavy as lead.
            “Sis!” Polly dashes over to me and bends down.
“Are you alright?”
All I can manage is a simple nod and a weak
smile before coughing up more liquid. She helps prop
me up onto an elbow and something catches my eye in
the water. The outline of a head bobs up and down for
a moment, before sliding back under.

Mountain Surroundings, Danielle DeMarco, Acrylic

The Wistful Lowland By: Austin Swain
The blue sky shivers.
An aging forest dies off
as winter creeps in.
Old love, beckoning sorrow
for the one that got away.

Nature’s Edge, Nikki Nestor, Photography
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He Who Mocks Me-By Sarah Wright
There are words to describe your actions,
but I wish to never feel such attraction.
You who say things that have my heart,
push me around with an unfair start.
You hold me in ways that cause me to blush,
but my emotional light is yours to crush.
It angers me that you play me so cruelly.
I wonder if you understand me fully.
I like you in a state that leaves me blind,
and I only have my anger to hide behind.
I feel such hate and desire honesty,
but all I receive is your attention unfairly.
I am a toy that you play with in your moods.
Do you understand how you can be quite rude?
I wish to know why I am yours to use,
because in this moment I feel unspeakable abuse.
Do not touch me then leave me with doubt.
I wish to know what this game is about.
In every moment I wish to hate you,
but I might as well hopelessly feel a love so true.
It is as though I have felt this for the first time.
You’re the only one to have me feel like grime.
I hate you for leading me into my dark fears,
because it is a place I wish not to steer.
Play these games if they give you amusement.
I might just give you the same abusement.
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Boys on a Hill, Liz Devlin, Acrylic

Motorcyclist and Elderly Man, Lynn Gregg, Photography
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There Was A Young Woman Who Lived In Her Shoes By: Jackie Hartleip
I was twelve years old when my shoes spoke to me from the sale rack. They were black and
white with soles flat as an elephant’s instep and a void where the laces should be. They were checkered and mild, and I knew they wanted to show me something. Mother wouldn’t buy them for me
because they weren’t pretty.
Now 16, my shoes look like my insides. Mother hates them even more than she did at first. Every day, they threaten to bite the dust that covers them. Time has carved windows for my toes to peek
out of. The anxious heat in me likes that. Not enough air most of the time. The rubber has worn off
the front, from all the toe-dragging I do. My heavy feet glide more smoothly now, so it doesn’t bother
me. The white squares became the color of sand and the black is more like ashes these days. Maybe
someday it’ll all blend to one color and the lines will distort as they always do.
Mother says to toss them. The two of us are the North poles of separate magnets though, and
my shoes stay on my feet. She likes to look shiny and brand new each morning. High, shiny cheek
bones. Short, shiny hair. Big, shiny car. Always shiny. I shower every day, but still look a little muddy. My shoes match my outsides, too.
My shoes carry more than just my weight. They’ve been canoeing and dancing and hiking
and climbing. They’ve seen Mexico and Canada and lots of worlds that don’t exist anymore. They’ve
braved too many snowy nights and dingy basements that reek of moth balls and smoke. They’ve done
a lot of running away. Sometimes I fear that all the stories will crush them, just like my shoulders or
my father.
I’ve saved up for another pair. Same ones, just new.
I think I’ll keep that money for now.

Untitled, Allexa Hollis, Clay, Photography
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The Return By: Zoey Berghoff
Seasons come and go,
The cool brisk chill fills the air.
The warmth returns.
Acting like it had never left.
How can one be welcoming?

Sunrise at Ft. Morgan, Chase McCann, Photography
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Ode to a Spring Day By: Brandy Webb
Crunch! Crunch! Crunch!
Strolling through a spring wood
Revitalized, like any person should
Skwish! Skwosh!
Patches of melting snow lay
Oh how I love this spring day
Chirp! Chirp! Says the bird in the tree
Curiously looking at me
With a well-seeded raised hand
Flutter! Flutter! Peck! Peck!
What a short time was his land
Slip! Inclines of leaf litter
No need to be bitter
Signs of new life drag me in
My forest friends have returned again

The Low Tide, Nikki Nestor, Photography
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Reflections on the Uncommon Cold By: Todd Day
My nose yearns for sandpaper,
or the gentle side of a box cheese grater.
Something more soothing
to again clean its oozings.
The factory that churns these clear
and sometimes lime green drippings,
Who constructed you?
Where do you get your perpetual material?
I pay your taxes and own your land.
I refuse to supply you,
so please move out of state,
to Canada or Jakarta.
My forehead insists it is connected to my face.
Liar.
You are clearly strapped to an anvil
constantly kissed by Thor’s hammer.
Please be advised I need you back
before Advil and Tylenol
confuse themselves as
breakfast, lunch, and dinner.
My taste buds now admit to taking a vacation.
Understood.
You want to enjoy a seasoning other than
“Bland” or “diatomaceous earth”.
Do not visit South America.
You will be in for a delight
and I may lose you
forever.
Oh, you pyramid beside my bed,
tissues huddling,
clumped like disintegrating snowballs.
Do yourselves a favor and save your aloe’s
soothing for a summer burn.
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Nature and Observation By: Coralee Rodebaugh
Sitting out under the stars
Where not even you see your scars.
Everything that keeps bothering you
just disappears and you relax.
You feel like yourself
and like everything is normal.
Nothing fazes your good mood
and love is a good bloom.
Mornings start bright and new
and you still don’t have a clue.
Everything you currently live for
and every move you make
might make a difference but
might just be for nothing at all.

Beyond the Trees, Amy Noetzel, Watercolor
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Tribute to a Forgotten Pitcher By: Ethan Curtis
Sometimes some signs show the wrong way,
An upset was underway, that is to say,
The worst was doing the best today,
Writing the story, which inspires us to play.
Pitching perfection with ease,
Complete control from waist to knees,
Flawless scorecards seemed to tease
Of writing history ‘till fate intervenes.
But blunders bring victors to their knees and
Silence fills the field and stands,
A shocking surprise spoiled by something unplanned,
And thus immortality was torn from his hand.
A man fought history, giving all to contend,
And fell short by what nobody could intend,
Toward oblivion he slowly descends,
The sound fades but the echo never ends.

New York City, Bethany Demarco, Photography
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Boy of La Jagua, Liz Devlin, Watercolor

It’s Me, Amy Noetzel, Watercolor
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Endless Knowledge By: Chelsea Keane
Torn, tattered, ripped, and beaten. One hundred and ninety dried, musky, yellow pages like a
smoker’s teeth, all held together by the spine that is bandaged up, and pages that are stitched together by some old scotch tape to keep the wounds from worsening. Despite all its cuts, the skin is
still smoother than a freshly polished fingernail, and inside it’s full of knowledge. The ink that runs
through the veins is so precise, that only a surgeon’s hand could have filled it in. Flipping through the
pages as if I was getting ready to shuffle a deck of cards, fast heavy raindrops hit the cold pavement as
I’m trying to sleep at night.
Looking at my bookshelf you would never realize this book was mine. It has its own special
place, locked away in box in the top of my closet, so no more harm can come. I can end my boredom,
by consuming its endless knowledge. Transporting myself to this dystopia. I have been the receiver of
the memories of our world, and ran away with Jonas on page 166, and we tore up this book trying to
get away. This book was made by the Giving Tree.
No one understands why I will not release such a horrible, beaten up book, but yet I do not
understand why I would release either. This was not a onetime read, I have read it over and over, and
each time, it’s like reading a new book, even though it gets a little worse, and more worn out with each
time I hold it, and turn each page again, and again. I see the book as the elder now. It’s old and wrinkled, but full of endless knowledge, and I can never learn it all.

Untitled, Maia Fattahi, Acrylic
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Stuck in Freeverse By: Anthony Caufield
Now I am working on a free verse
Getting nowhere, like I’m stuck in reverse
Inserting as many poetic devices as possible
With plenty of persistence and a pen, anything’s plausible
That was alliteration, now here comes repetition
My fresh rhymes are like fresh pies that are fresh out of the kitchen
My words smile when I give them personification
They’re something like a broom, sweeping away the nation
Puns are everywhere, like pottery in Peru
They sometimes explode in your head like click click BOOM
If it sounds like its name, it’s onomatopoeia
My creativity keeps growing like a Cha Cha Cha Chia
I’m a believer but I’ll spend my life sinning
I guess that’s a wrap now back to the beginning
Now I am working on a free verse
Getting nowhere, like I’m stuck in reverse

The Sunflowers, Sarah Wright, Color Pencil
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Stranger By: Molly Moline
When I first moved to Michigan, my parents had chosen a house that was as new to the state as
we were. It was just built a month before, with blinding white walls, stiff carpet, and a basement still
filled with cold cement. Although the red brick building was a stranger to me, I couldn’t help but run
around the rooms in awe and think to myself, this is mine. I am the first to live here.
I knew that house inside and out. I memorized every creak in the stairs, the squeaks of the
doors, and the time of night in which it gives its final sigh to rest, cracking the floorboards down the
hallway. I memorized the way it seemed to hold its breath every time a storm would pass, and the
sound of the large window rattling when a gust of wind came rolling by. I memorized the warmth that
enveloped me when I walked in the door, and how safe I felt within the walls. And I memorized how
the house slowly began to fade away as the “For Sale” sign was placed, and how on the last day of calling it my own, it began to rain, giving me a final goodbye in tears.
If I were to look up from the streets today, all I would see is a stranger staring back. The grass
in the front yard up front is dried up, dead. It looks nothing like the dark forest of pillow fluff I would
lay in with friends on a warm summer evening. All of the windows hold a grey tint, as if they have
been left to collect dust, but that’s not right. I remember there never being a single dark corner in a
room. Light would be always be streaming through every window no matter where the sun moved.
And the frown that the door wears now is anything but inviting. With red brick left to rot, the beautiful house I once knew is a stranger once more.

Smile, Amy Noetzel, Watercolor
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The Charlie Chapters “Doc Day”, Todd Day, Comic, Photography
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The Journey By: Morgan Haskins
The faint of heart have nothing to say
Their path in life has slipped and swayed
They never know which way to turn
Each following the dreams they yearn
But the journey is rough, so know your way.
Although it can be easy to astray
The ways in which you have arrayed
Each twist and turn throughout the years
Clouding your thoughts, and never clear
And the journey is rough, so know your way.
Remember each and every day
Are memories that could slip away
Keep in mind the points you want to know
And just sit back, enjoy the show
Because the journey is rough, so know your way.

Bike & Snow in Ann Arbor, Lynn Gregg, Photography
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It’s Time By: Alyssa Ballestero
The months flew by
My parents told me that the time would fly
I think I’m ready to give the world a try
They say it’s the end
It’s time to see what’s around the bend
I’m breaking out of this trend
As I walk down the aisle to get that diploma
Happiness is in the aroma
It’s time for graduation
Bring on the congratulations
Let the parties roll in
And the fun begin
Not sure where life will take me
Although I’m scared, I’ll go far you’ll see

Cafeteria, Josie Jonckheere, Scratchboard
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Faithfulness By: Ethan Curtis
My lover is coming home today,
The first time in too many years,
My lover is coming from far away,
Leaving behind his spears.
My lover is leaving the war behind,
He’s coming to me forever,
My lover is coming home to find,
That I will leave him never.
A jagged scar runs down his face,
And an arrow has put out his eye,
His arm is not in its place,
And a lance left a hole in his thigh.
This nasty thing isn’t the man I once knew,
I can’t love him, I’ll tell him we’re through.

It’s Liv, Amy Noetzel, Watercolor
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Close Call By: Bethany DeMarco
The little girl runs up to where I sit in this pumpkin pit, rotting in the dry dirt, her boots clomping on the rock hard ground from the cold.
“Mommy, Mommy! What about this one?”
It is apparent on the mother’s face that she sees in me what the innocent child cannot. Instead
of being the ripe color of orange that is often seen in the sky as the sun melts into the horizon, my
hard, outer shell exhibits a repulsive burnt orangey green. Unfortunately, the small girl does not seem
to mind one bit as she crouches down next to me in order to examine my appearance further. I hope
that she will see the bumps and bruises that I received from a rather rude man’s boot as he rushed
past so he wouldn’t miss the tractor ride back to the parking lot, but she just grins a toothy smile, having already lost of few of her pearly whites. I know that if I want to keep my guts on the inside where
they belong, I need to up my game. The mother meanders through my neighbors to where her daughter is, and takes in my lumpy frame.
“Oh, well that one’s…nice,” she says hesitantly, rubbing a hand over the bubbly lumps that disfigure my side.
I smile to myself as she looks at the dirt and dust that stained her hand from where she touched
me. I’m covered in crusted soil; at least, for her sake I hope it is soil. I can barely pass for round in
shape and there is a good sized dark spot on my underside, cool, wet and mushy to the touch. I can
tell that the two can smell my repulsive smell, a mix between rotted onions and smelly socks that have
been left in the gym locker for far too long. Not to mention that my stem is hardly desirable, twisted
and stringy like a straw.
“You know what, sweetie? Look at that one over there. Isn’t that one cool?” the mother says,
standing up and taking her daughter’s hand.
The girl gasps excitedly and frolics away, leaving me behind to dwell in the dust that her tiny
feet kick up behind her. A feeling of accomplishment sweeps over me, for I’m not getting my guts
ripped out tonight.

Alaskan Landscape, Bethany DeMarco, Photography
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Goldie-By: Jacob Tenney
Occasionally when I walk through the halls I’ll still see it. It sticks out like a dove in a pack of
crows. Instantly I can feel its presence as if I have some sort of spider-sense. The silky, golden yellow
top draped into a caramel color at the ends. This is the part of her I know the best, her shining, golden
hair.
Goldie was the first girl I really went scatterbrained over. Her hair just radiated and pulled me into
its sphere. All I wanted was to be in her presence. I’d walk into class and basically jump up and down
shouting, “Hey give me your warm and satisfying attention!” Miraculously, she did end up giving me
her attention and we started to talk everyday. I don’t remember what we talked about or what she
would say. It was all mundane and boring conversation, but man was her hair amazing.
After a couple months of talking, I pulled out the big guns. “I love you.” For some reason we
stopped talking after that. I guess our daily talks about the weather and homework didn’t mean as
much to her. Since then, I’ve talked to other girls on a more personal level than, “Hey wasn’t that
Spanish essay hard?” However, I still see Goldie as my perfect girl. Just without all those feelings and
emotional connections.

It’s Josie, Amy Noetzel, Watercolor
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Her-By: Sarah Wright
With her the past bears a meaning,
but the kindest I feel is nothing.
She who broke my trusting nature
and left me coldness to endure.
Her selfishness is intolerable
and her crudeness is unbearable.
She wears the face of friend
but once removed, the façade ends.
She is foolish to assume,
that my kindness would resume.
For as long as I live,
I feel no desire to forgive.
My anger is the outcome of this dishonesty;
She has caused a storm of tragedy.
Her pain has left me scarred,
as well as impaired.
I feel so incredibly haunted.
I bet my pain leaves her undaunted.

The Girl, Amy Noetzel, Watercolor
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Differences-By: Mitchell Rice
They sit there like two silver rings upon a crippled finger. They make me different than most of the
population. Most people consider them as a disgrace to mankind, but it’s something completely different. They mean the world to me representing who I am as an individual. Ever since the sixth grade
when the idea first popped up I knew I had to have them. Puncturing through me like two shimmering
bullets in the dusk of night, but the pain bearable. These differences I’m speaking of are what help
me through the day like an inhaler to an asthmatic person. I know I don’t need them survive, but they
have helped me live my life to the fullest. At least for right now.
The evil looks in the hallway like poisonous daggers being shoved into my back. I’m looked
down upon by the majority for these differences, but what they don’t understand is that these differences are what make us people. They add color to even the dullest of landscapes conjuring up images
of taboo degenerate beauty queens, and renegades daring the norms society have put into place. Altering the body this so called “God” has given me I look back with no remorse. For remorse about the
differences in life are what crush even the happiest of people like the flimsiest of flower petals being
stomped upon. These differences in life are what make us human.

Hands, Morgan Haskins, Charcoal
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She Was… By: Janelle Kopa
Always looking for perfection
Beyond a reasonable doubt
Couldn’t see the hidden beauty
Dazzling all about
Every day she stared
For hours at a time
Glaring at her identical twin
Hoping she looked fine
Imperfections screamed
Jumping all around
Knowing her body wasn’t flawless
Laughing without a sound
More like crying, but
Nobody knew the difference
Or they didn’t care
Plastering a fake smile since
Quietly
Reality turned its course
Someone somewhere
Turned a hidden force
Ugly, now was all I saw
Variations of hideousness at best
Walking into the room
Exile on his face, a pounding in his chest
“You look beautiful,” I heard him say
Zooming in fast, he threw the mirror away

It’s Emma, Amy Noetzel, Watercolor
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Capture By: Janelle Kopa
Sometimes I wish a broken clock meant time was also broken. Frozen in a moment, all worries about the past and future could finally be ignored. For once, I wouldn’t be running out of time or
struggling to keep up. If only the screaming tick of the second hand would stop reminding me that a
constant deadline is near, and let me enjoy the moment for what it is, not for what it should be.
There’s always something to do, somewhere to be. They say “there’s a time and a place for
everything.” But if not now, then when? For time trickles by like a lazy river in the ditches of despair
questioning my endurance; my patience. It was the best of times; it was the worst of times. Although,
maybe that’s the thing I like most about time: it stays constant while everything else seems to be
changing. Or is time the one making everything change?
Time separates. It creates this never ending gap. You can’t make up lost time no matter how
hard you try, and believe me, I’ve tried. But, time knows you can’t change the past, for it constantly
moves forward, as should you. There’s a reason certain times have been placed behind you and there’s
a reason there are certain times yet to come. No matter the situation, you will get through it because
time heals all wounds. Stay optimistic because even a broken clock is right twice a day.

Untitled, Mary McElroy, Anime, Merging of Psychedelic
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A Spark By: Molly Moline
Night as cold as ice
Creeping inward, crawling closer
Washing over like the tide
Choking, sputtering, blinding
Silent whispers swirling
Latching fingers dragging deeper
Emptiness is the air until a spark
A flash of wings before the eyes
Warmth waving a hand
Butterflies bursting inside
Hold on to a laugh, a chime
The lantern is your guide
But soon all is smoke
A flickered out flame
The light retreats
As the darkness makes way

Fantasy Forest, Morgan Haskins, Watercolor
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55 Word Story-Winner
Traveler-By Danielle Snowgold
I’m taking a trip around the world.
I plan to climb Everest, making my way to the summit with the wind sharp against my cheeks. I’m
going to spend a night in Paris; sail the salty sea, maybe even go hang gliding. I never want it to end.
Too bad the library closes at six.

Angel Fire, New Mexico, Jake Pollock, Photography
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55 Word Story-Honorable Mention
The Key-By Brynn Chesney
She held that all-important piece of paper in her hands. She read it over and over, forcing herself
to absorb its contents until the information was just sentences and the sentences were just words and
the words were just letters and the letters were just scratches on the paper.
Studying for her first midterm.

It’s Camille, Amy Noetzel, Charcoal
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55-Word Story Notable Mentions

A Blast to the Past-By Ellen Tsao
I jerk awake with images of a medallion fresh in my mind.
“Every time we send you into your past, your future’s shortened. Tell us what we want and we’ll
release you.”
“I swear I know nothing!” I beg.
With a click, I’m back in my past. A man is sprinting towards me, medallion flashing.
Shipping And Handling- By Jacob Tenney
He opened the mailbox. Nothing. He checked his doorway. Nothing. Priority shipping and yet
his new Air Jordans were nowhere to be seen. His neighbor stands outside, holding a box.
“Trying to steal my package, punk?”
He knocks his neighbor to the ground and takes the package. He rips open the box and looks.
“Sketchers?”
Hallway- By Dimitri Krokos
The house shook with a violent roar. I walked down the darkened corridor and saw a figure at
the end. It moved when I moved. It stalked me in the hall, watching, waiting for me to move closer. I
gathered my strength and approached the figure. With all my might I swung.
The mirror shattered.
That’s What They All Say-By Kristen Fraenig
“Part of my past you didn’t know about risked your life,” Molly mumbles. “I’m sorry, you had to
believe I was dead.” Twiddling with her wedding ring she hesitates eye contact.
“William,” his heavy eyes widen then collapse. “William. Look it’s me,” she quivers.
“That’s what they all say,” he scowls. “All you hallucinations.”
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SPECIAL THANKS TO OUR PATRONS.

You helped bring our vision to the
printed page...
Our BHS PTO (Parent Teacher Organization)
Mr. Sean Carney
King of Kindness
Brighton Graphics Teacher
Mrs. Donna Smalley
Indesign Layout Queen
(Congrats on your retirement!)
Mr. Bob Gardella
Mr. Gardella is a former editor of Brighton’s prior literary magazine,
Reflections (pictured below). We are grateful for his continued passion pushing
students to be recognized for their artistic and literary skills.
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